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their art, and a dauntless hope for the future unfurling,their art, and a dauntless hope for the future unfurling,their art, and a dauntless hope for the future unfurling,
unfurling towards the sky.unfurling towards the sky.unfurling towards the sky.

In this issue, we look back to the inhumanity of apartheid.In this issue, we look back to the inhumanity of apartheid.In this issue, we look back to the inhumanity of apartheid.
We look forward to the rising heights of women's football.We look forward to the rising heights of women's football.We look forward to the rising heights of women's football.
Ijya Raj showcases her artwork so we may get a glimpse ofIjya Raj showcases her artwork so we may get a glimpse ofIjya Raj showcases her artwork so we may get a glimpse of
her vision. Esha Anand redefines the conventionalher vision. Esha Anand redefines the conventionalher vision. Esha Anand redefines the conventional
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Saanvi Singh delves into an important economic concept.Saanvi Singh delves into an important economic concept.Saanvi Singh delves into an important economic concept.
Students share their experience of returning to schoolStudents share their experience of returning to schoolStudents share their experience of returning to school
after a year of near isolation. In short, this issue is one youafter a year of near isolation. In short, this issue is one youafter a year of near isolation. In short, this issue is one you
can not miss.can not miss.can not miss.

LETTER FROM THE EDITORS
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SIN GOODS― EXPLAINED W
ritten by

Saanvi Singh, G
rade 11

We recently learned this thumb rule in
economics: demerit goods are overproduced and
over-consumed while merit goods are under-
produced and under-consumed. 

To break it down, we live in a world where the
consumption of harmful goods such as cigarettes
is more than the consumption of beneficial goods
such as education. 
*The example above may be a little exaggerated.

Education is a merit good because education
helps one acquire skills and these skills can be
used to get a job. More education is equivalent to
more skilled workers in an economy.

In contrast, cigarettes are demerit goods because
they not only bring harm to the consumer but
they also pollute the air and negatively impact the
health of third parties. The goods that bring harm
to society are also called sin goods. A few
examples are; alcohol, tobacco, candies, drugs,
soft drinks, fast foods, coffee, sugar, gambling.

They usually bring harm to society because they
are addictive or have a negative impact on third
parties. 



To avoid calamities such as a market failure, 
the government intervenes when it comes to sin
goods. They impose a sin tax. The tax can reduce
consumption (because the selling price of the
good would increase), it can compensate society
(for factors like increased healthcare costs) or it
can increase resources for a particular sector (the
health sector for example).

The aforementioned market failure in simple
terms is when a market is unable to meet
equilibrium. Equilibrium is a point where demand
is equal to supply. A market can fail because of
inefficient use of resources, impact on third
parties, and many other reasons. 

Remember the thumb rule? Demerit goods are
overproduced and over-consumed. That is an
example of market failure because there is a
negative impact on society and because these
goods are over-provided. 

Thus, the government intervenes and imposes a
tax; trying to correct rather than reduce the
market failure.

That's it. So if you ever wonder why prices of
alcohol are increasing or why there is an image of
lung cancer on a cigarette pack or why gambling
is banned in some places; it’s all an attempt to
reduce market failure.



THE FUTURE OF WOMEN'S
FOOTBALL W

ritten by
Ananya Shahani, G

rade 11

Sports have always been an essential part of my life.
It’s helped me in many ways and football has always
been my favorite sport. Currently, we have the Girls
Football club which is led by me (Ananya Shahani)
and Anvi Kesarwani. The Girls Football Club was
officially launched on 28th August 2020, and we
have been leading it into the new year as well. We
launched the club because although football is a
team sport and we all were bound by lockdown, we
wanted to encourage individual players'
development as it is as important as team unity.
Since we weren’t able to practice football physically,
we didn’t want people to lose touch with their
passion. Thus we opened this club to allow others to
practice and continue their learning.

Football has always been an important aspect of my
life. I’ve always enjoyed playing football with my
team members during our practices and matches. It
has played a key role in helping me develop my skills
and confidence. Being in this school for the past 10
years has allowed me to observe and get involved
with how women’s football has progressed in our
school.



I believe that the level of participation has
significantly increased over the years, and the start
of the girl’s football team a couple of years ago has
helped a lot in increasing participation and
motivating girls to play the sport.

In my opinion, women’s football has come a very
long way in this decade, and it is rising in
popularity. On a global scale, it can be seen that
women’s football has changed drastically. In 2011,
the women’s super league was launched; 16
teams applied and 8 were selected. Then in 2014,
there was a second tier of 10 teams. In 2018, the
Women’s super league became a professional
competition and had world-breaking records, and
so on, there has been great progress and changes
over the years. From statistics and competitions,
it can be seen that women’s football has been
rising in popularity, gaining interest and
recognition globally.

In India, women’s football has changed quite a lot
over the years. 2020 was supposed to be massive
for women’s football in India as the global event
FIFA U-17 Women's World Cup was scheduled.



However, due to the pandemic, it was canceled
twice. Thankfully, the All India Football Federation
(AIFF) successfully managed to convince the body to
give them hosting right for the 2022 edition of the
World Cup, and this itself is a huge achievement and
evidence to show how women’s football is
progressing in India. There are also more events
coming for women’s football, and these events are
turning points for the industry as well as inspiration
for several new institutions to build their own
women's team and leagues.

I would say that the increase in popularity of
women’s football has not only gained recognition
and interest worldwide but has also made an impact
on breaking gender stereotypes and increasing
inclusivity. It has also influenced girls and young
women to play, and even help them understand the
benefits of being active from a mental and physical
health standpoint. I believe that women’s football
has a great future ahead and hopefully, these events
planned for the future will be an encouragement for
girls and young women to become football players
and pursue their dreams.



NELSON MANDELA AND
THE PLIGHT OF APARTHEID W

ritten by
Sam

eecka Tanejaa, G
rade 9

“A fundamental concern for others is our
individual community lives would go on a long
way in making the world the better place we so
passionately dreamt of.” 
― Nelson Mandela

 Apartheid is a political system that segregates
people based on their race. South Africa was is an
example of the brutality that the blacks faced
under the heinous crimes of white supremacy for
three centuries.

The people of South Africa were not born with the
hunger to be free, they were born free. However,
systems like apartheid tied them down, snatched
away their freedom. Baseless laws made them
feel humiliated and worthless and gave them no
chance of survival without loss. They felt like
dogs, cleaning up after others, facing
discrimination, and most importantly, being
controlled by someone else. Their human rights
were snatched away from them.



The laws were extremely biased towards the white
race. For example, black people were prohibited
from entering urban areas (without a proper job),
carrying a passbook, or marrying a white person.
Moreover, they could not set up their business in
“white people areas”, public places like beaches,
hospitals, and playgrounds were segregated
according to a person's race and last but not least,
education for colored people was restricted.

Nelson Mandela identified this huge flaw in their
political system and raised his voice to change
their future, the mindsets of people, and the
systematic there was towards the black people. He
was ready to sacrifice himself for a greater cause.
But whenever people tried to raise their voice, it
only fell on deaf ears. If they tried to protest, they
were either put in jail or killed. For instance,
Nelson Mandela and seven other members were
given life imprisonment for protesting against
apartheid.

However, despite being imprisoned for life, Nelson
Mandela displayed a resilience that defies the
imagination. 



Although he was given the life sentence, he was
released after 27 years and became the first
South African president for his country in 1991,
and the political system “Apartheid” was put to an
end through a series of discussions between 1990
to 1993. The people of South Africa had a twilight
existence till the time the glimmer of hope was
sparked within them through Nelson Mandela’s
voice, encouragement, and actions to bring down
white supremacy.
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B l i n d
W o r l d

This was a very abstract work of art I
created in terms of the placement of
the various components included in
the work. The focus of the artwork is

towards the center which has a
blindfolded man with a flower placed

on his mouth surrounded by four
abstract faces, the famous hands

drawn by Michelangelo, water waves
and a rose.



V i v i d

P e r s p e c t i v e

The objects included in the painting represent vividness and
color and the human in the center represents perspective.



W o r l d
A n n i h i l a t e d  

As the title suggests
‘Annihilated world’ is an

artwork that represents the
world’s destruction;

‘Annihilation’ which has
occurred due to the humans

being neglectful of the natural
world around them. The

artwork I’ve created acts as a
visual representation of

destruction caused by humans.
‘Log off online and log into
reality’ is the theme of the

artwork.



CAFÉ CHROME
BOOK REVIEW

EDITORS' CHOICE



      But what is the sense in forever speculating
what might have happened had such and such a
moment turned out differently? One could
presumably drive oneself to distraction in this way.
In any case, while it is all very well to talk of
'turning points', one can surely only recognize such
moments in retrospect. Naturally, when one looks
back to such instances today, they may indeed take
the appearance of being crucial, precious moments
in one's life; but of course, at the time, this was not
the impression one had. Rather, it was as though
one had available a never-ending number of days,
months, years in which to sort out the vagaries of
one's relationship with Miss Kenton; an infinite
number of further opportunities in which to
remedy the effect of this or that misunderstanding.
There was surely nothing to indicate at the time
that such evidently small incidents would render
whole dreams forever irredeemable.
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THE REMAINS OF THE DAY
BY KAZUO ISHIGURO Review

 by 
N

andika M
ishra, G

rade 11

r. Stevens, the devoted butler of Darlington Hall, 
goes motoring across the English countryside,
taking his first respite from work in many years.
Thus begins the cascade of memories from Mr.
Stevens’ life that forms an intimate portrait of
who he is; this is revealed in a series of journal
entries by him. On the surface, he appears to be a
rather haughty man who is unwilling to be
compassionate. However, a deeper dive reveals
that all his actions and aspirations originate from
an innocent conviction of his duty and a childlike
loyalty that ultimatly results in loss. This is a tale
from a bygone era with bygone values, and yet, I
firmly believe it will resonate with all readers as
books with fundamental ideas always do.

Mr. Stevens, a common man, believes that the
only way he can contribute to great happenings is
by serving whom he considers 'great people'.
Thus, he spends his life attempting to be the best
butler he can for the gentleman Lord Darlington. 



Unfortunately, his philosophy of a great butler
acts with “dignity” and never abandons “the
professional being he inhabits”. For Mr. Stevens,
this translates to being emotionally distant from
everyone around him and considering personal
sacrifices as professional triumphs. One
helplessly witnesses him recounting the time he
served drinks at an event as his father died a few
rooms away as the prime of his career. Even the
prose (written in first person), is for the better
part, emotionally distant, but with the faint sense
that these decades repressed emotions are about
to overflow.



This sensitive novel subtly explores all the crevices
of a complex man. His thoughts echo of deeply
embedded class conditioning and self-denial. Yet,
it makes one think that perhaps to know someone
and to love someone are interchangeable, for,
despite all his faults, the reader cannot help but
care for Mr. Stevens. Moreover, his love for his
previous colleague Miss Kenton is never explicitly
stated but there is an undeniable mournfulness as
his memories travel back to their time together
and he remembers how like everything else, he
lost the love of his life to his unyielding ideals; he
realized the gravity of this loss too late.

This book reminds us of the sanctity of the life we
hold and the cost of giving it away the way Mr.
Stevens gave his to Lord Darlington. It is in the end
a tragedy at the heart of the human experience,
the tragedy of lost time. But there is also hope,
flimsy and trembling, but ever-present, that even
when one has lost everything, one still has the
remains of the day.



GET TO KNOW
PRADYUM AGARWAL,
AN EQUESTRIAN

Interview
 by 

Keshav Sahani, G
rade 11

How did you first get into the sport? 
My biggest influence was perhaps my mother and
her stories of my childhood. I remember her telling
me how at peace I was with horses at the young
age 2. So much so that I would mount them, and
simply fall asleep as they trotted around fields. Her
narrations and my evergreen fancy for horses was
what pushed me to pursue the sport

How has Pathways Noida helped you get to
where you are today?
When I first joined pathways I already knew how to
ride a horse and was an intermediate level rider
participating in a few state-level competitions here
and there. Here however I was introduced to a
wide range of skills that I did not possess before.
An example being tent pegging, which involves the
horse and the rider racing across a 100m course
and collecting, cutting, or shooting a series of
lemons, rings, or mannequins along the way.



Learning this at Pathways not only helped expand my
skill set but also gave me the opportunity to take my
newly developed talents to national-level competitions
and achieve greater heights and get more recognition.
Furthermore, many equestrians struggle with adapting
to a change in their horse, since they cannot compete
with their own horses in every competition they have
to make do with the ones they are given on the spot.
Most riders however are uncomfortable with this
change and thus quit the sport. At Pathways, my coach
helped me overcome these hurdles by giving me the
chance to ride 50 different horses and thus made
sudden transitions a less tedious and more exciting
process.

What is your best piece of advice for young aspiring
Equestrians?
I would probably not be the best person to answer this
as I am still learning. However, if you went to an army
equestrian coach they would ask you a question "How
many times have you fallen off a horse?", they would
say "if you haven't fallen off a horse at least 20 times
you cannot call yourself a horse rider". So my advice to
young riders who are just starting out would 



be to let go of their fear of falling and instead embrace it,
as it is those who fall and rise back up that make the best
equestrians.

Horse Riders usually have personal horses that they
ride with, do you have a special horse that you usually
use? And if so could you tell us a little about the said
horse?
I had one permanent horse earlier at my club Equi Wings.
She was called Solar, I had been riding solar since I joined
Pathways around 4 years ago. However, she isn't a part of
the club anymore. Thus recently I began training with a
new horse called Sparta who initially gave me a lot of
trouble, but as they always say: "it is the difficult horses
that have the most to give you". In the end we triumphed
and I won a national gold with Sparta and placed 1st in
India for the year 2021.
Thank You so much for your insights, the publications team wishes you the
best of luck for your future endeavors. 



After almost a year of online learning,

being back at school was an amazing

experience. After attending a few weeks

of physical school, it’s almost as if I

never left! Having to attend school

from the confines of our house began as

a novelty, but very soon a sense of

boredom and repetition set it. The

sense of physical entrapment caused

anxiety and unhappiness to many of us.

Being back in school, despite the many

restrictions on our movement is indeed

a blessing. I am waiting for everything

to get back to normal when we can mix

freely with our friends and bask in the

love and company of all 

our classmates and teachers.

― Kimaya Sharma, Grade 9

Going back to school 

was very exciting and 

fun because we got to meet our

friends and teachers after a

year. I had also really missed

physical education because,

with it, understanding is

better. 
 ― Shubham Gupta, Grade 11

Going back to school was a thrill and even though many protocols were

in place, we still were yearning to meet our friends after a long

time. Meeting after so long, felt like an eternity for us but it did

not stop us from talking about all the things which we missed

together. Similarly, as this was the first time we met in the new

academic year we were super excited to meet our new teachers

physically and so were they! The feeling of playing sports with each

other again, made us feel energized to do anything under the sun. Ths

opportunity of returning back to school has been a truly surprising

one.   ― David Abraham, Grade 9

WHAT IS IT LIKE
TO BE BACK IN
SCHOOL? 



After months 
of online school 
and experiencing 
the luxurious class time at 
home, kids have become skeptical 
about going back to physical 
school. Some of us were excited to 
meet our friends and stroll around in 
the corridors while some were afraid of 
facing people and communicating with them 
again. I'd say that even I had mixed feelings 
for going back to school again. At first, 
I was super exhilarated for reconnecting with my 
friends and experiencing the physical school fun 
time: like asking for free lessons, sitting with 
friends during lunchtime, walking with friends while 
going back home, being away from the screen, and studying 
in an actual classroom, however, due to the lockdown period, 
I also lost the energy to socialize with people again. But I 
think that I made the right choice by going back to school as there
isn't much time left for us to experience this incredible school
life because after this we all would get busy with our careers. So
I think that it's better to just live every moment because this
time is not going to come back. ― Khushi Ghai, Grade 11

It was a big relief to
be back in school as I

could go back to 
having a proper

schedule. 
  I was also really  
 happy to see all 
  my teachers and 

friends 
doing well. 

      ― Keshav Sahani, 
   Grade 11

STUDENT
OPINIONS
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